
The situation 
The company runs a global multi-
tier distribution channel with 
thousands of distributors and tens 
of thousands of resellers. It provides 
complex incentive programs for both 
distributors and resellers with many 
variations by product, region and type 
of partner. It also offers commissions 
for channel sales. 

To manage this complicated channel 
and the programs associated with it, 
the company was using some seventy 
different application systems and an 
intricate integration architecture.

The challenge 
All this investment was in place, yet  
the company was not getting timely, 
reliable, consistent sales and inventory 
data from its first-tier distribution 
partners, never mind the long tail 
of small resellers and retailers. And 
because of that, it was measuring 
and compensating its sales force 
based on Sell-in which doesn’t drive 
optimal performance and can lead 
to unwanted scenarios such as 
overpayment. 

The complexity of the landscape  
also meant the costs to maintain  
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and administer all the systems  
were unreasonable.

Moreover, the world was changing, 
but they were unable to adapt their 
incentives and respond quickly 
enough, missing out opportunities.

Challenges
• Company was not getting 

timely, reliable, consistent sales 
and inventory data

• Costs to maintain and 
administer were high

• Unable to adapt their incentives 
and respond quickly, missing 
out on opportunities

Solution
• Employing the right technology

• Simplify administration of 
partner programs 

• Provide trusted visibility into 
channel performance at a 
manageable cost

Applications 
• Channel Data Management

• Incentives and Rebates
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The solution
Simplifying the channel was not an 
option. In fact, the channel will only get 
more complex. 

The response had to be employing 
the right technology to simplify the 
landscape and administration of 
partner programs and provide trusted 
visibility into channel performance at a 
manageable cost. To achieve that the 
company rolled out e2open Channel 
Data Management and e2open 

Incentives and Rebates applications 
globally to Tier 1 distributors and some 
Tier 2 resellers. 

Integration to Microsoft 365 CRM and 
an in-house pricing application plus 
a custom coherence score rating for 
partners ensure smooth processes, 
and help meet unique requirements.
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Applications
• Channel Data Management
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The outcome
The company is utilizing the solution 
to manage five billion dollars of funds, 
connecting over 10,000 distributors 
and more than 30,000 distribution 
partners. performing two quadrillion 
calculations every twelve minutes. It is 
the largest implementation of this type.

The seventy systems were cut down 
to six. Visibility to the net transaction 
value helped them introduce sales 
compensation based on the distributor 
price, cutting  forty million dollars in 

costs over two years. Incentives are  
validated against Sell-out saving  
over $300 million in contra  
revenue overpayments.

Real-time analytics and use of AI 
resulted in improved processes and 
higher productivity for their teams, 
who now need to manage just the 
outliers rather than all the variances. 
In all, payments are much faster, with 
a 15% reduction in turn around time 
and the cost of sales administration 
reduced by five million dollars.

About e2open 
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INCENTIVES PAID

$5B

SYSTEMS CONSOLIDATED
70to6

DISTRIBUTORS  
CONNECTED

10k

OVERPAYMENTS 
SAVED

$300M

FASTER PAYMENTS  
TO PARTNERS

15%

SAVINGS IN SALES  
ADMIN COSTS

$5M


